
CHUK League Tables 2022 – Registered Handlers 
 
Go to http://agilityleagues.co.uk/chuk 
 
Click Logon 
 

 
 
Use your Surname in the first box, then the password abc123, click submit. 
 

 
 

Now hit the ‘Edit Dog Information or Pick Leagues’ tab 
 

 
 



Your dog/s will be on the next page, click on your dog’s name 
 

 
 
On the next page you need to check your information and change your password.  Once you have 
changed your password and clicked submit, it will take you back to the page you were on.  Scroll 
down the league list and decide whether you want to stay in the same leagues or change them 
(those that are medium now, will have to change their height to bring up the relevant leagues).  
Once you have done this you can scroll right to the bottom and submit the changes. 
Leagues can be changed right up to the time you enter points.  Once you enter points, your leagues 
are locked and you can’t change until the following year. 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
You can now enter places or Q runs through the year by clicking on the Add Points tab on the left 
hand side. 
Only places with rosettes can be claimed (not award cards).  If you went round clear but not placed 
with a rosette you can still claim points for the clear/Q run.  The points are automatically calculated 
once you have entered the details. 
 
 
Eligibility for Veteran, Veteran Plus, Junior and Senior are based on ages on the 1st January, not any 
birthdays throughout the year. 
 
Bright Start is for dogs starting out competing in the current year.  NFC runs don’t apply, only 
competition runs. 
 
The disability leagues are aimed at dogs who have disabilities that greatly affect their day to day life 
permanently not just the ability to do sports.  Surgeries such as TPLO don’t apply as dogs can recover 
and lead a normal life (remember its not disabilities that affect running in sports).  Arthritis also 
doesn’t apply, as this affects a majority of older dogs and can be managed. 
Examples of disabilities that would apply are tripods, deafness, sight issues, Lumbosacral Disease, 
Spondylitis, Humeral Intracondylar Fissure, Hip Dysplasia. 
 
Please contact me if you have any questions ѮѯѰѱ leagues@caninehoopersuk.co.uk 


